I AM GRATEFUL to every gay man who collaborated by telling me about his own culture-keeping proclivities. Though I’ve been unable to include them all in this book, each has contributed to the depth and richness of the composite portrait and thus to a larger understanding of the phenomenon.

The individuals who have my special thanks include:

Larry Reed, for friendship and preservation mentoring, for unflagging interest in my work, and for granting me free access to the village history archive of Cooksville, Wisconsin.

Darden Pyron, for invaluable encouragement and guidance in sculpting a coherent book from a hulking manuscript.

Raphael Kadushin, for believing in this project from the beginning and helping me bring it forth in this form.

Dee Michel, for illuminating conversations, clippings, notes, and references.

Gerry Takano, Cranford Sutton, Finbar Maxwell, John Loughery, Charlie Fuchs, Steve Dunham, and John Anders, for enthusiastic interest and supportive communications throughout this project.

Mark Doty, for allowing the use of portions of his memoirs, Heaven’s Coast and Still Life with Oysters and Lemon.

Lloyd Sensat and Roberts Batson, for help in exploring the gay preservationist lineage in New Orleans; Allan Deptula, for information on the life of Pittsburgh’s James Van Trump; the staff of the Mineral Point (Wis.) Public Library, for help with the papers of Robert Neal.

Bronze Quinton, for accommodating with seemingly untiring interest and good humor yet another sprawling book project in the midst of our life together.

I dedicate this work to the memory of my grandmothers and to the memory of Michael Saternus, whose extraordinary passion for historic preservation I was fortunate to witness firsthand.